
30 July 1966 

Dear Shirley, 

You mist have moved from this address by now but I hope this will reach you 
just the same--do send your new address. it seems ages since I heard from you 
and even longer since I had time to sit down end attempt a proper letter. At 
last word you were reading Inquest and imtended to write me atte finishing it. 
I have no doubt Lael Rea u were disappointed in some respects—as we all were, 
With the timidity ani euphemisms in the book. But some of the eritics reacted 
way out of seaports relat on whatever Epstes ein chooses to say or not to say, the 
new evidence he has made erie flarcely thanics to Liebeler, who did not even 
aaiiee what was contained in some of ae documents he made evaileble) speaks 
Lor wtseli in unambiguous tones-——it shows the the investigation was a fraud, and 
the infestigators were out to crucify a man who they ‘mew was not euilty slons; 
and perhaps not gulity at all. 

Some of the over-reactors to Inquest are almost certainly suffering from 
repressed pique, emvy, and resentment to be categorized, 1 implication at 
age as ee boat Others nate no personal axe to grind but are shocked 
to the teeth at Epstein'’s equivocation. (ie admitted to me recently that he 
can With some justice be Gritieised for accepting the "hard" evidence as being 
authentic even though he himself arsues that one shen of thet so-called hard 
evédence-—the autopsy report--has been altered and fabricated. Better Late than 
never, I suppose.) 

in any case, the aftermath of publication of his book has kept the pot boiling 
ail the time. <Arnoni of TWO Qtinority of One) » knowing that I had taken a 
press-clipping service, asked me to keep records for an eventual article on 
press reactions to the book; also, there was the review to write, over which I 
really lebored (it is = much socal te write an attack, es on Hartorss, than a 
favorable review!); daily phonecalls from Ed or Viking on strategy; letters that 
i had to write to pee or other weit ers: a ce) vtain a amount of re writing of my 
own book, in the light of new findings (aot only in Inc auest but stuff in the 
Archives) 3 nd heaven kmows what else {to say nothing o oF a bis assiemment on 
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Last weekend was just MAD. iI was invited to Arnoni for the day on Saturday, 
as the Salendrias were to be there. I was so exhausted that I just couldn't 
face the trip; Arnoni seemed to sense my state, not telepathy » more likely my 
increasingly frequent gece! of being pooped, and came to pick me up. It was 
@ stimulating bub also tiring 12 hours of talk-~also over that weekend we had 
Epstein on TV, Weisberg on TV on two successive maights , and os a Philedelphi 
radio station (I found out about it only after it was history) a triancular 
discussion by Weisberes, igen and Curtis Crawiord (Vinee thought it was the 
latter's swan song—-he is STILL defénding the 1% Ry wich is nothing less than 
indecent.) On Sunday came the NY Times story on Richard Goodwin's call for a 

new look at the WR and if necessary a new investigation—a story that we all 
agreed was the most important development to date. 

Have you read Weisberg's nook “hitewash? It has fine analysis and d ooue cing of 
the so-called evidence...but, lordy, is he a difficult guy} Ee is nee near 3 2 

paranoid and makes a lousy impression on people who have nothing in eomal except 
that he puts their back up. His interest in the case is obsessive-—but sad to 
Say, it: is 3 almost purely self-serving. He is violent and unreasonable in insisting 
constantly on credit and priority—-acts as if he was and is the only ee 
the tons assassin of the Werren Report, so to speak, denigrates or irnore 
everyone else's work, accuses then of plagiarisn, spreads nasty rumors about 
sell-out s for cash, and with it ate iss so damned "martyred" and "innocent" 
and self-+obsessed all the time that it takes a strong stomach to maintain 
contact with him.
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i haven't been able to beg, borrow or buy a copy of Lane's book, although it 
is actually bound and ready. shis net broclt Sc disgusted TC » in that Lane 
—~knowing that a few of us would Imow it was a oe bub not giving a damn about 
that—-clained that he was the first to publish the FB wunary report of 
12/9/63, although Salsndria WAS first (as we ell know) in the April THO, 
followed by pa then by 3 Velsberg. So Lane, no. 4 on the totem pole, 
clains credit +] No wonder the 1% thought he was one of timir greatest assets! 

Wish he was on their side, not ours. G@ oisalie WN eS 
OOMCOLRES  £ 
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Sot I did get Seuvage! S page proofs to read, and it is a fine book--always 
bearing in mind that it was written some 18 months ago, apart from an "American 
Postscript" chapters: It is still a real contribution because he is go 
devastating in his attack on the old familiar cvidenece, and coes not ever 
shri ak from calling & Spade a Spade, or a chief justice what he is. To xy 
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omal terms, absolutely inpers sonal), he included at the end of the book an 
acknowledgment Es me that is so terr iby generous and over-generous that I 
Suppose everybhe will wonder whether I paid him or -aid him, if you will excuse 
the vulgarity. I was really overcome, in pars with sheer embarrassment » Since 
he | has: always been so iceberg~cold and detached, correct but not cordial. 

hae i- + ee ora % od ee enent (I ee known Sauvage for over a year but we are still 
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loom being neagreed to do something with my own book, now well over 500 pages. 
My idea is to let Armoni publish some excerpts in TMO, and ODE | thet the 
publishers will come to me instead of Vice-versa-—— the reason being that 1£ 
m just no press arent for my own work, and I die a thousand sent at the 

» bhought of veddling it around ami collecting rejections (it was 4 year of just 
that kind of disappointment that may account for Weisberg's sense of persecution) . 

ty Anyway » part of a very Long chapter is to be in the September Tho, a with 
the auto demonstration incident (Sogard}). The original idee was to use a whole 
chapter, “Oswald and the State Department 2" which L believe is important and in 
some ways startling.  Arnoni thought it was too long and wanted to do it in tio 
parts; I refised, feeling that to split it would have a cisastrous effect on its 
impact. So we compromised on the Bogard sub-chapter. iI will be interested to 
nave your opinion, when you have read it. 

4 Are you in touch with Fem Jones? I never hear from him any more at all. 
Do let me know where you are, what you are doing, how you are feeling, and what 
you make of all the recent activity and debate on the case. And co forgive me 
for my long delinquency as a gots writer: I can only tell you that I have been 
unter s such pressure from so many directions that I count myself Lu Sly that I 
didn't have a complete collapse. Tam now on "vacation"«i.e. » £ am doing only 
One LuLi-tims job instead of timee. 
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